A mean field approach to the dynamics of structural phase transitions in molecular crystals is presented. The approach is based on a description of the rotational and translational molecular motions, and the coupling between them, in terms of generalized susceptibilities. Two models for the orientational susceptibility are used. One is a classical description in terms of two-dimensional rotors, the other a two-dimensional anharmonic oscillator model. The specific example considered is sym -triazine. In this crystal molecules experience a very strong orienting field which restricts the molecular rotational motion to Iibration. The coupling between the molecular rotations and translations is shown to lead to a softening of acoustic phonons. This softening has considerable anisotropy in reciprocal space. An approximate solution for the high temperature phase is shown to be in good agreement with experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Structural phase transitions in molecular crystals have been the subject of an increasing number of light scattering and neutron scattering experiments as well as theoretical studies_ Examples of systems which have been studied recently are benzil, 1-4 chloranil, [5] [6] [7] [8] and sym-triazine. 9,10 In the case of benzil the mechanism for the structural phase transition is assumed to proceed through a triggering of a Brillouin zone-boundary point instability by a zone-center one. 1 The softening of the zone-center optic mode is accompanied by a fourfold expansion of the crystal's unit cell at the transition.2 In addition, a softening of several acoustic mode fr.quencies is observed. 3 For chloranil the transition results in the doubling of the unit cell along one axis of the crystal. 5 The order parameter corresponds to the staggered rotation of the molecules about one or more of the molecular axes. 8 Again, anomalies in the elastic constants occur as a consequence of the phase transition. 7 In the case of chloranil the soft mode occurs at the zone boundary rather than the zone center. In addition, a sharp central peak is observed. This critical scattering has considerable extent in q space. 5 In contrast to these fairly complex systems, in symtriazine one observes no obvious optic soft modes, a softening of acoustic modes but no central peak. 9(a), 9(b) In all cases changes in the molecular orientations, and in the case of benzil, internal configurations, occur along with the structural changes. A complete elucidation of the details of the coupling between the center-ofmass translations and molecular orientations, including its wave vector dependence, is beyond the scope of this paper. It is the purpose of this paper to examine the interaction between molecular orientations and centerof-mass translations and to determine its influence on the mechanics of structural phase transitions in molecular crystals. The type of rotation-translation coupling alpermanent address: Chemistry Laboratory, College of General Education, Nagoya City University, Mizuho-ku, Nagoya 467, Japan.
considered has the bilinear form Ae1/, where e is a lattice strain and 1/ the order parameter for the transition. The order parameter in such. instances generally describes the change in the molecular orientation.
In particular, we wish to examine the effect of this type of coupling on the acoustic phonon spectrum and to provide a description of structural phase transitions for which this type of coupling is dominant. Although interaction terms of this nature seem to occur in both benzil and chloranil, they are the dominant coupling in the case of sym-triazine.
The instabilities of coupled rotor-phonon systems have recently been derived using the time-dependent Hartree approximation 10 (a), 10(b) for the case of one-dimensional rotators. 11 In the present work the ideas developed there, and in the related approach of deRaedt and Michel, 12 are extended to treat molecular crystals with bilinear interaction terms. Sym-triazine is taken as an example.
The present approach differs from that of Michel and Naudts in the treatment of the statics 13 (b) and dynamiCS 13 (c) of ferroelastic phase transitions. The basic dynamic equations of the approach of the second paper are a priori more general than those derived from the Hartree approximation, as in the present approach. However, when it comes to the explicit evaluation of the orientational relaxation transport coefficients, approximations have to be made. An advantage of the present approach is that it leads in a straightforward way to the approximation of the orientational transport coefficient by the dynamic single particle susceptibility. The present approach takes advantage of this situation and uses the expressions for the single particle dynamic susceptibility developed by deRaedt and Michel. 12
II. MEAN FIELD GENERALIZED SUSCEPTIBILITY
Consider a Hamiltonian for an interacting system
Here QfO/ is the ath coordinate for the ith molecule and may represent either rotational or translational motion. The first term in Eq. (1) represents the sum of single particle terms such as kinetic energy or crystal field, and the second term represents the interactions which depend linearly on the coordinates of two molecules.
To examine the response to an external perturbation, one adds a small external disturbance L: 10/ .' 0 f O/(t) to the Hamiltonian Eq. (1), where (2) The density matrix for the system is approximated by a product of single-particle density matrices:
The index i runs over all unit cells and 0' denotes n degrees of freedom within a given cell. The single-particle density matrices p! are assumed to be independent of the index i.
The perturbing term (2), when added to the Hamiltonian (1), will change the equilibrium density matrix by a small amount to p!-p!(t)=p!+~!(t).
(4)
USing the perturbed density matrix (4) one defines the effective molecular field or Hartree potential for the coordinate Q 10/ as
(5) (6) (7)
In Eqs. (6) and (7) the trace is taken over the indices j and (3.
The equation of motion for the density matrix is, 14 in units with Ii= 1,
USing [XjO/, p~] =; 0 and linearizing one obtains14
where the operator QjO/(t) is defined in the interaction representation by
The response for the coordinate Q fIX is
USing Eqs. (9) and (10) the response can be written as
where the linear response function K .. (t) is defined by (13) Defining the transforms
and the Single-particle susceptibility
Eq. (12) leads to
The coupled system susceptibilities Xa8 are defined by For two interacting modes, 0', (3= 1, 2, one has, e.g., if
Wll(q) = W 2Z (q) = 0, W 1Z (q) = w(q) and W Z1 (q) = w(q)*: 
III. MEAN FIELD DESCRIPTION
For the Landau mean field approach to the structural phase transition in sym-triazine 9 the order parameter was chosen as the doubly degenerate molecular rotation (R", Ry) belonging to the Eg irreducible representation of D 34 • There are, of course, other sets of basis functions for this representation: strains (e{, e5) and (ee. el -e2) and higher order rotation terms [R"Ry, i(R! -R~) ]. Because of the bilinear coupling between the rotations and strains, the choice of order parameter is not unique. The Landau free energy expansion in terms of the lattice strains and molecular rotations has the form 9 where we have set e7;: e1 -e2'
Instead of the molecular rotations R", and Ry one can express the free energy [Eq. (23)] in terms of tesseral harmonics SLM' Approximate relationships valid for x «z and y «z are
where
The origin of the orientation-dependent terms of the free energy [Eq. (23)] has been discussed in detail. 9 Ab initio calculations 19 have shown that long-range interactions between sym-triazine molecules include dispersion and induction contributions as well as multipole-multipole terms. The octupole-octupole interactions seem to dominate the latter because the molecular quadrupole moment is comparatively small. 19 When the octupole-octupole interactions between neighboring molecules form the dominant multipolar coupling one must specify the orientation of each molecule by three degrees of freedom. Therefore, one expands the interactions between two sym-triazine molecules in terms of the rotation matrices ~M,(atly). The angular variables (a, 13, y) are the Euler angles representing the orientation of one molecule relative to the intermolecular axis connecting the moleculeso In our treatment of the structural phase transition in sym-triazine we ignore librations or reorientations about the threefold molecular axis. 9 In that case an expansion of the multipole-multipole potential in terms of the spherical harmonics YLM ((J, CP) is adequate. The orientation of a given molecule is then specified by the angles ((J, CP) only. Instead of the spherical harmonics it is instead convenient to use the tesseral harmoniCS, as defined by Eqs. (24), or equivalently,
The anisotropic disperSion, induction, and repulsion interactions between sym-triazine molecules can also be approximately represented by an expansion in terms of the orientational functions SLM, but with a radial dependence which differs from the above. The total interaction potential between two molecules i and j has the form
Here (e h cP I) defines the orientation of molecule i. The coefficients c~i= (r l ,) consist of contributions from multipolar, induction, dispersion, and repulsive interactions. Atom-atom representations of the interaction potential (26) have been developed. 20,21 However the coefficients c1;lM:(r l ,) are probably not sufficiently well specified to allow us to calculate the susceptibility of the interacting molecular rotors with sufficient accuracy, using an expression like Eq. (21), where W ll (q) represents the Fourier transform of the two-molecule interaction (26) . With these constraints in mind it is reasonable to define an effective single-particle potential for each molecule which represents the orienting field in which each molecule moves. This approach is consistent with the mean field methods introduced in Seco II.
IV. ROTATIONAL SUSCEPTIBILITY
For trigonal symmetry22 the effective orienting potential seen by each sym-triazine molecule has the form 23
+a40S40(e, CP)+a43S43(e, CP)+ '" , (27) where the SLM( e, CP) are the tesseral harmonics and the aLM are expansion coefficients. Here we specify the molecular orientations by only the angles (e, CP) , that is, we are ignoring rotations about the threefold axis of symmetry of the molecule. USing the definitions of Sec. III, Eq. (27) can be rewritten as
with a suitable choice of the potential parameters a, b, and c, Eq. (28) does not only represent the conventional crystal field but, within the framework of the mean field approximation, can also approximate the effective orienting field. When conSidering a limited range of temperatures in the neighborhood of the phase transition it is reasonable to use the values of the potential parameters obtained from the Landau description, evaluated at the tranSition temperature Tc = 198 K. This approach
The calculation of the generalized susceptibility of a two-dimensional rotor in a crystal has been described by deRaedt and Michel. 12 Although these calculations apply to cubic crystal fields, they are easily extended to crystal fields of trigonal symmetry. USing their second-order approximation the orientational susceptibility is calculated from
where Q is an orientational coordinate, that is, one of the Q1o" as defined in Sec. II. For trigonal symmetry, D 3d , the functions Q to be considered have Eg symmetry. We choose the tesseral harmonics 5 2 _ I , 5 210 5 2 _ 2 , and 5 22 , as defined in Eqs. (25) . USing the notation of Ref. (32) where the rotational kinetic energy is given by
and the effective field V is specified by Eq. (28). In Eq. (33) 1 is the moment of inertia about either the molecular x or y axes. With these definitions the calculation of the moments n~ and n~ follows in the manner of previous work. 12
Examples of the frequency dependence of the generalized rotational susceptibility, as calculated from Eq. (29) 
V. ROTATION-TRANSLATION COUPLING
The form of the rotation-translation coupling for molecular crystals with D3d symmetry has been derived earlier. 9 ,24.25 It is however convenient to summarize the results. The rotation-translation interaction Hamiltonian has the form
Here Q(qj) represents the coordinate for a "bare" acoustic phonon with wave vector q and polarization index j. The index M runs over M = ± 1, ± 2. The Fourier transforms of the tesseral harmonics 5 LM are defined by (35) The coefficients gjM(q) for M = ± 1, ± 2 and values of the polarization index j = 1, 2, 3 are speCified by the relation
In Eq. (36) the factor of..f3 has been introduced to accomodate the definitions [Eq. (24)]. In the long wavelength limit qa h « 1, the coefficients GcxM(q) are given in Table I The form of the rotation-translation coupling in the three symmetry directions, as given by Eqs. (37), (40), and (41), indicate that the bare elastic constant e~4 will be renormalized by coupling to the orientational coordinates S21 and S22' or equivalently S2-1 and S2-2' The pertinent coupling coefficients are A and C. On the other hand, the bare elastic constants eg s and e~l are also renormalized by coupling to the same pairs of orientational coordinates, but the pertinent coupling coefficients are Band D. Experiments for sym-triazine lO and benzil 3 ,4 indicate that e44 shows the most dramatic softening. Hence previous assumptions that for both systems A and C are larger than Band Dare probably reasonable. It should be pOinted out that the assumption of neglecting e~4 reduces the complexity of the problem. The actual results for the effective elastic constants in the various symmetry directions for e~4 "* 0 are of course more complicated. 
VI. COUPLED SUSCEPTIBILITIES
The calculation of the generalized susceptibilities for the bare rotational coordinates has been outlined in Sec. IV. The susceptibility for the translational motion can be approximated by that for a damped harmonic oscillator with frequency (-,,~(q),
where (46) Here the harmonic oscillator damping constant A is introduced as an adjustable parameter. The bare phonon frequencies w~(q) follow from the bare elastic constants e~. 9 The latter are not known for either sym-triazine or benzil, but can be estimated from a comparison of the predicted and observed temperature dependences of the elastic constantso In Sec. V the rotation-translation coupling was defined in terms of q-space coordinates. Because there is a factor of rm difference in the conventional definitions of the phonon coordinate Q(qj) and its Fourier transform, the molecular displacement, it is convenient to use Eq. (46) as the bare phonon susceptibility, rather than Eq. (45).
The temperature dependent elastic constants follow from the phonon-phonon susceptibilities. This calculation has been detailed for the case of the cubic alkali cyanides. 13(d) However, in view of the approximations made already in arriving at Eqs. (42) through (44) it perhaps suffices to assume that the dispersion relations involving the temperature dependent elastic constants e44 and CS6 can be calculated from the same simplified equations as the bare elastic constants in Eqs. (43) and (44). The matrix problem involved in determining the renormalized elastic constants is then simplified considerably.
For example, for q along the [010] direction the phonon-phonon susceptibility for the T A phonon with polarization index j = 3 follows from Eq. (22) Here X~(qy, w) is the bare phonon susceptibility, as given by Eq. (46) withj=3 and w~(qy) specified by Eq. (43), The orientational single-particle susceptibilities and XO(S2-a) are assumed to be independent of q and have a frequency dependence as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 . The assumption of wave vector independence is equivalent to the assumption of Einstein modes for the librational oscillations. Hence XO are calculated from Eq. (29) with Q equal to S2-1 and S2_a, respectively. Expressions similar to Eq. (47) are found for the phonon-phonon susceptibilities X33(q~, w) for q along [100] and Xll(q., (-") and X22(qz, w) 
The renormalized elastic constant e44 is calculated by taking the limit w -0 in Eq. (48) and defining
The result is
The calculations outlined in Sec. IV indicate that X( S2-a) 'w=o is about a factor of lO-2 smaller than X(S2-t)'w=0, The ratio CIA can be estimated from an earlier mean field theory as C/ A 2' -1.4.25 Unless that estimate is incorrect by at least an order of magnitude we can assume that the contribution of the S2-2 term to the renormalization of C 44 is negligible. An examination of the temperature dependence of X(S2-1) Iw=o, as calculated using Eq. (29), shows that the representation
is a reasonably accurate representation over the temperature range of interest. If we ignore the S2-a contribution and make the assumption [Eq. (51) The most detailed measurement on sym-triazine to date is the temperature dependence of the neutron scattering intensity for TA phonons propagating along at and polarized along c:. 22.2S Following previous approaches 13 it makes at least qualitative sense to compare the measured temperature dependence for these phonon groups with that calculated for the phonon-phonon correlation function
(55)
Here X~~ is the imaginary part of the phonon-phonon susceptibility [Eq. (50)]. In the calculation of the correlation function (55) we treat the combination of parameters A2/(3vc~4) as a single adjustable constant. This approach ensures that the effective elastic constant, as given by Eq. (50), has a temperature dependence in reasonable agreement with experiment, 10 i. e. , Eq. (52). This is the only adjustable parameter in this model as the ratio C/ A is estimated from previous work. 25 Fig. 3 of the present paper shows that good agreement in both the frequency and temperature dependences of Ss3 and the measured phonon groups is found. The calculated spectra at low frequencies clearly show a softening of this T A phonon with no central peak. This implies that at low frequencies one is in a regime of fast relaxation of orientations. 17 Another way to compare the theoretical and neutron scattering results is to plot the temperature dependence of the ratio of the maximum in the neutron intenSity to its value at (AJ = 0 with the ratio 83slmaxl833iw=0 = O. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . Again, good agreement is found.
The other coupled correlation functions are calculated in the same manner. As examples we show plots of S(S21' S21) and S(S22' S22) for two temperatures in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. For sym-triazine T/al= 1000 corresponds to T = 309 K. It is seen that the peaks of the correlation functions shift only very slightly over a rather large temperature range. This is in agreement with the relative temperature independence of the Raman-active librational modes. 27 • 28 These librational modes are represented by Einstein modes in the present model. It should be kept in mind that the present approach makes no corrections for thermal expansion. This latter effect tends to produce a decrease in the librational frequencies with increaSing temperatures apart from any effect due to orientational anharmonicities as speCified in Eq. (23). The measured lib rational frequencies include both the influence of thermal expansion and anharmonicity in the orienting potential. These competing contributions are of oppOSite sign and can lead to observed Raman frequencies which are almost 5r1r---------,,-,-------------- independent of temperature. This seems to occur in both chloranil 6 and sym-triazine. 27,28
VII. TWO-DIMENSIONAL OSCILLATOR MODEL
In contrast to the alkali cyanides, [13] [14] [15] [16] for which the potential wells are fairly shallow when compared to kB T, the orienting potential (28) in sym-triazine is extremely strong. Hence the orientational motions are librations about well-defined equilibrium orientations rather than hindered rotations. Thus, an alternative approach to the classical model of Sec. IV is to treat the librations as anharmonic oscillations. The Raman spectrum of sym-triazine in the high temperature phase shows two Elf modes. 27, 28 The lower frequency modes, around 67.5 cm-1 at T=300 K, are mainly rotational and the higher frequency modes, around 91. 4 cm-1 at T= 300 K, are mainly translational in character. 20 For the coupling between these optic modes and the acoustic phonon modes we propose the following model: The coupling to the lower frequency optic modes is essentially thl: same as the rotation-translation coupling described in Sec. V. We neglect the coupling of the acoustic phonons to the higher optic mode, but use the average phonon frequency as an adjustable parameter. Einstein modes with no q disperSion are assumed for the lower Elf modeso
The energy level of an anharmonic librational oscillator in a trigonal field have been worked out within the framework of first-order perturbation theory by Smith. 23 The result is E(nl> n 2 ) = Eo + wo(n l + n2 + 1) nl, n 2 = 0, 1, 2, .... (56) In terms of the trigonal potential coeffiCients, as defined in Eq. (28) one has Wo =,; 2<Ba (57) and (58) USing the values of the parameters chosen in Secs. IV and VI one obtains wol<B = 338 and .:l/Cll = O. 72. Here again we are USing units with Ii= 1.
The generalized susceptibility of the two-dimensional oscillator with energy levels defined by Eq. (56) can be calculated from Eqs. (13) and (15), where Q stands for S2-1, S21, S2-2, and S22' The linear response function (13) is
where the partion function is z = L: exp [ -(3E(nl' n2) ) . where N1(n 1 , n2) =n1 + 1, N 2 (n h n2) =n1 and
and y is a librational damping constant. A similar result is obtained for Xo(, {3 y) . The other case of interest has Q =,(3 xy. Here the result for the orientational susceptibility is, again to first order,
The calculation for xoa,{3 (x 2 -y2)] follows in the same manner. Figs. 1 and 2 show that the behavior of these generalized susceptibilities are very similar to l(S21) and XO(S22)' respectively, as calculated using the classical methods of Sec. IV. The coupled susceptibilities are calculated in the same manner as in Sec. VI, except that XO(, {3 x) and XO(, {3 xy) are substituted for l(S2-1) and l(S2-2) in expressions such as Eq. (48). The phonon-phonon correlation 8 33 calculated in this manner is shown in Fig. 9 for the same range of temperatures as in Fig. 3 . In the calculation of the rotational susceptibilities we use the same value of A2/(3vc~4) as in Sec. VI and choose wo/ffi =338, ~/ffi = O. 84, and y = 12~. It is seen from a comparison of
Figs. 3 and 9 that although the behavior of 8 33 is slightly different for the two approaches, the fit of the neutron scattering results 26 is reasonably good. The results for the ratio 8 33 Imaxi8 33 1",=0 are shown in Fig. 4 together with the predictions of Sec. VI and the experimental results.
VIII. DISCUSSION
Two mean field approaches to the structural phase transition in sym-triazine have been described. The first approach is based on a classical description of an orienting molecule in an anharmonic effective field, 3r------------------------------------ The advantage of the present approach over the more general theories of ferroelastic transitions l3 (al-13(dl is that the mean field methods introduced in Sec. II lead in a straightforward manner to an approximate expression for the coupled susceptibilities in terms of the single particle rotational and translational susceptibilities. An approach developed by de Raedt and Michel l2 is central to the calculation of the single particle susceptibility in one approach and a coupled oscillator model is used for another. These different methods are shown to lead to very Similar results and are found to be consistent with Brillouin lO and neutron scattering 28 measurements.
Our approach basically assumes a very strong but slightly anharmonic orientational potential well for symtriazine. The orientational motions of the molecules are then essentially librations. The temperature dependence of the librational frequencies observed in Raman scattering 27 • 28 is a consequence of both the anharmonicity of the orienting potential and the thermal expansion of the lattice. In the case of sym-triazine it is reasonable to assume that a slight softening of the Raman frequencies due to the anharmonicity of the orienting potential is more or less cancelled by a stiffening due to lattice contraction as the temperature is decreased.
The assumption of anharmonicity of the orientational potential together with a coupling between the molecular orientations and lattice strains explains the q dependence of the observed softening of the acoustic phonon modes. 10 In addition, it gives a qualitative explanation of the frequency and temperature dependence of the T A phonon groups observed with inelastic neutron scattering. 26
This approach to the structural transition in symtriazine has been criticized by Rae who has offered an alternative approach based on the quasiharmonic approximation. 3o Nonetheless, Rae's method has been shown by two of us H to give the same results as the previous Landau theory approach, 9 although there may be some differences in the definitions of the bare coordinates. The present approach, as well as the previous Landau theory,9 have the advantage of being able to describe the coupling of the molecular orientations to more than just a single strain. On the other hand, Rae's theory, in its present form, can only describe the temperature dependence of a single acoustic soft mode.
Finally, a comment on Rae's last criticism of our approach relating to paragraph (iii) of his Appendix. 30 While the practice of expressing the orientational order parameters in terms of a power series in the strains, the principal order parameters, will probably not always lead to exact results, it is nonetheless reasonably common practice when approaching rather clumsy, nonlinear problems of this type. 32 This is especially true when the coefficients of this expansion are accessible to experiment, as is the case for sym-triazine. Hence, rather than solve a system of nonlinear equations,32 it is often preferable to consider such a relation as established and to introduce it into the equilibrium conditions to obtain relations between the expansion coefficients.
